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Abstract— Vascular interventional surgery (VIS) robots gener-
ally rely on faster and more accurate signal interaction system
between the master side and slave side. During actual operations,
unconscious and nonlinear tremors limit the accuracy and safety
for VIS robot’s operation. To solve above issues, this article pro-
poses a novel bimodal detection-based tremor suppression system
to improve the accuracy of data interaction. More precisely,
a bimodal tremor detection combined self-designed force sensitive
resistor (FSR) and a linear encoder sensor is employed for radial
and axial tremor detection, respectively. Tremor suppression
method based on active restraint and passive modification is
presented in this study, which can not only reduce the regular
tremor but also effectively suppress the suddenly burst tremor.
Experiments and performance analysis of the proposed method
are evaluated from simulations and actual experimental results.
Based on these evaluations, the tremor suppression method
has obvious advantages for suppressing non-linear tremors and
enhancing the timeliness of signal interaction, which the average
computing time for tremor is 140 ms and average maximum
amplitude moves to 2.47 mm. Moreover, we also discuss the
issues for time delay and the transmission loss existed in actual
experiments. Besides, this article has a potential impact on
eliminating non-linear errors, improving the safety performance
of operations for master–slave robotic system, and solving the
crossing problem for time–frequency domain.

Index Terms— Bimodal detection, master–slave system, nonlin-
ear tremors, tremor suppression system, vascular interventional
surgery robots.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, vascular and cardiac diseases still have a
high rate of injury, disability, and death in the world. The

patients will suffer various pains of strokes and heart attacks
when these diseases affect their vessels and hearts. Vascular
interventional surgery (VIS) is a kind of minimally invasive
technology that is used to treat high-risk cardiovascular disease
[1], [2]. Traditional manual surgery is also well known for
obvious shortcomings the orthopedic strain injuries, long-
lasting high workload, ionizing radiation damage, and high
cost of training professional interventional physicians [3], [4].
Compared with traditional manual operation, tracked by using
X-ray imaging to detect the position of the lesion and show the
progress of operation, VIS has several remarkable advantages,
including minimally invasive, painless sensation, and preci-
sion treatment [5]. Physicians generally spend a long time
conducting a VIS by operating catheters and guidewires to
insert into the blood vessels of a patient in an operating theater
under unavoidable radiation. Hence, the emergence of VIS
robots plays a virtual role in relieving the pressure of doctors,
reducing X-ray radiation, increasing the coziness of patients,
improving surgical stability, and operating precision [6].

Unfortunately, long surgery times, high psychological stress,
and increasing age are easy to trigger the issues of hand
tremors when physicians conduct cardiovascular surgery.
Especially the appearance of hand tremors or burst tremors
for the robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery will directly
affect the accuracy of captured motion signals. Correspond-
ingly, the safety and effectiveness of the operation will
undergo a great decrease. The research of tremor suppres-
sion for master–slave robots has a potential value in the
fields of eliminating operation errors and improving uneven
distribution.

A. Current Related Works

During the past several years, the developments of advanced
technology and science have witnessed a large number of
efforts on the VIS robots [7], [8], especially for the therapy
of cardiovascular diseases. For instance, the “master–slave”
structure was diffusely adopted to resolve the problem of long-
time X-ray radiation for interventional doctors [9]. A smart
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material named MR (magnetorheological) fluid was used to
improve the transparency of teleoperation surgery by providing
flexible and effective force feedback. The performance of
transmission and movement was enhanced by experiments
with a human model based on noninvasive techniques [10].
At the Beijing Institute of Technology, a novel robot-assisted
system was proposed to reduce the risk of interventional
surgery and improve the safety of operations [11]. Meanwhile,
this kind of VIS robot has successfully finished an actual
operation experiment in a famous hospital. A classification
framework designed for analyzing the behaviors of physicians
and recognizing the motion photographs was proposed by
the Chinese Academy of Sciences for cardiovascular disease
[12]. To replicate the habits of surgeons, the research group
of Imperial College London came up with an integrated VIS
Robotic Platform with haptic, force feedback, and navigation
system [13].

Focus on the studies of tremor suppression, the team
of Shanghai Jiao Tong University developed 12 degrees of
freedom (DOF) to manipulate the surgical equipment and
decrease operating tremors with excellent stability [14]. A new
technology based on an optical fiber pressure sensor was
proposed to reduce uneven distribution and offer robustness
for the VIS robot [15]. Based on the method of means of
support vector machine, a useful physiological tremor recog-
nition algorithm was used to distinguish normal physiological
tremor and surgical operation tremor when conducting an
interventional surgery [16]. This algorithm can effectively
improve the success rate of surgical operations. In addition,
the recent study of Kagawa University creatively employed
the viscosity change of MR fluids to provide certain resis-
tance for the operation tremor and produce fast and precious
haptic feedback for surgeons simultaneously [17]. Moreover,
a supervised semi-autonomous control with multiple functions
was applied for repetitive missions in a complex process of
operating VIS robots [18]. The emergence of various kinds of
new technologies has promoted the implementation of actual
evaluation experiments in animals [19] and humans [20].

B. Challenges and Contributions

According to the part of current related work, the function
and performance of existing VIS robotic systems are not ideal.
Some studies have realized that the classification and identifi-
cation of tremors [15] are significant for interventional surgery
robots. r, the stable and complete system of tremor suppression
for VIS robots has not been found so far. Especially, the
process effect of burst tremor is not mentioned by previous
research for a safe and accurate interventional operation.
Furthermore, the VIS robots need to hold the abilities of
force detection and haptic feedback within a more precise
environment. Besides, the method of controlling the different
viscosity to alter the haptic force for correction is extremely
difficult on the master side [17]. Nonlinear error and unnatural
tremors are easy to affect the precision of the entire VIS
robot. These difficulties will lead to prolonged operation time,
additional intraoperative risk, and disturbed doctor’s diagnosis.

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of VIS robot for the surgery of cardiovascular
disease.

Considering these challenges mentioned above for VIS
robots, the main contribution of this study is that a bimodal
detection-based tremor suppression system is proposed to
detect and reduce tremors for VIS robots. A self-designed
force-sensitive resistor (FSR) and a linear encoder sensor
were used for radial tremor detection and axial tremor
detection, respectively. Simulations and actual experiments
were conducted to prove the performance of the proposed
method. In addition, a unique and interesting discussion was
organized according to simulation results, experiment results,
and performance analysis part.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II describes the VIS robotic platform based on
master–slave structure. Section III presents the details of
the proposed tremor suppression system. The experiments
and results are introduced in Section IV. Section V organizes
the discussion for this article. At last, Section VI draws the
conclusion of our study.

II. DEVELOPED PLATFORM DESCRIPTION

The VIS robot for cardiovascular disease has been stud-
ied by many researchers. As shown in Fig. 1, this robot
platform can be described by two core components, includ-
ing the precise master device on the master side and the
flexible slave manipulator on the slave side. A variety of
functions for clamping the guidewire/catheter, controlling
insertion and extraction of equipment, and detecting force
information between the vascular surgical environment and
guidewire/catheter can be provided by a slave manipulator in
the VIS robot. The master device can duplicate the doctor’s
surgical habits by ergonomic and flexible design and offer
the haptic feedback acted on the hands of operators to the
take full sense of damping. The VIS robot is invented to
avoid radiation, improve the safety of operation, and reduce
repetitive workload for interventionalists.

A. Platform Overview

Our previous work [21] has developed an advanced tactile
sensing robot-assisted system, which can reduce the burden
of physicians. The developed master–slave platform of the
VIS robot is shown in Fig. 2. Doctors of cardiovascular
disease operate the master device in a safe and separate
nonradiation room. The responsibilities of master device are
providing moving and rotation data within high precision and
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Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram of VIS robot for the robot-assisted surgery.

generating haptic feedback of the operator’s hands [22]. The
slave manipulator [23] duplicates the actions of a doctor to
conduct a VIS operation.

Meanwhile, the position information and total proximal
force of the guidewire/catheter could be fed back to the master
side.

B. Master Device

A master device was invented by the previous work of our
team [24]. The location of the master device is apart from
the operating room, which can effectively reduce the danger
of radiation exposure for surgeons. It mainly consists of two
core parts named measuring unit and force feedback interface.
The information on linear movement and rotational motion is
collected by two intelligent encode sensors (MTL, MES020-
2000P, Japan). Moreover, the master device can provide haptic
feedback of the catheter’s proximal force by the force feedback
interface, which is based on an intelligent material, MR fluids.
By changing the magnetic density of independent research
magnetic fields, this interface could realize the haptic force
feedback of doctors at different sensation levels.

C. Slave Manipulator

A slave manipulator is proposed in the effort [25], including
a flexible catheter-driven unit and a guidewire-driven unit. Two
stepping motors (ASM46AA, ORIENTAL MOTOR, Japan)
are employed for flexible rotational motion and accurate
retreat/advance movement. The structure of a synchronous
belt can exactly enhance the precision of motion transmis-
sion. And two load cells (TU-UJ5N, TEAC, Japan) have
abilities to detect the axial total force information of the
catheter and guidewire simultaneously. The entire flexible
invention can easily arrive at the scheduled location and collect
force information at the time of conducting a surgery. This
manipulator also offers a safe protection function to decrease
cardiovascular disease and collision accidents between the
catheter tip and the vessel wall effectively.

III. PROPOSED TREMOR SUPPRESSION SYSTEM

Tremor is a kind of unconscious jitter action generated by
growing age, heavy workload, and unknown mental stress for

Fig. 3. Self-designed FSR based on pressure sensitive rubber. (a) Actual
layout in the master device. (b) Components of the radial tremor detection.
(c) Structure of FSR. (Location: The inner walls marked by red boxes.)

a long surgery time. Studying tremor suppression is critical to
enhancing the accuracy of radial movement and axial motion.
Notably, previous effort [22] has contributed to a preliminary
signal processing method and early experimental validation
for tremor suppression to a certain extent. Aiming at a com-
plete tremor suppression system with two-dimension tremors
detection, this article proposed a novel tremor suppression
system based on bimodal tremor detection and stacked tremor
suppression method to improve the safety of operations.

A. Radial Tremor Detection

The master device is designed to make full use of the
surgical experience of physicians. Besides, it has the respon-
sibility to provide accurate motion data for the slave side.
The appearance of radial hand tremors may generate unwanted
disturbance signals. A self-designed FSR was used to detect
the radial tremor when a doctor operated on the plastic shaft.
Fig. 3 exhibits the installation location and detailed structure
of the FSR. Fig. 3(a) shows the layout of FSR in the master
device. The components of radial tremor detection are shown
in Fig. 3(b). Moreover, Fig. 3(c) reveals the detailed structure
of the FSR.

The self-designed FSR includes a support frame fabricated
by three-dimensional (3-D) printed technology (ULTRABASE
PRO, ANYCUBIC, China). The radial tremor model is
depicted in Fig. 4 by a physical form of expression. Two pieces
of FSR are used to measure the output voltage of the radial
tremor. The mapping relationship between force and output
voltage is calibrated by a load cell (TU-UJ5N, TEAC, Japan).
Detecting radial tremors based on pressure force data captured
on the master side is a novel and bold attempt for VIS robots.

B. Axial Tremor Detection

Indeed, hand tremors will be generated not only in the
radial direction but also in the operation path named axial
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Fig. 4. Radial tremor model of physical form.

Fig. 5. Force module within axial operation tremor.

direction when a surgeon works on the master device. These
unconscious tremors and physiological tremors always lead
to a burst surge phenomenon for VIS robots. To reduce
these tremor signals, an intelligent linear encode sensor
(MTL, MES020-2000P, Japan) is employed to detect the
axial tremors. Meanwhile, this sensor could provide real-
time data on axial movement when operating the master
device. The force module within the axial operation tremor
is shown in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5 Fv is a normal motion signal detected by a linear
encode sensor. Correspondingly, a burst or a flat vibration
signal is described as Tv . In addition, the actual picture of
the encoder sensor is shown in the upper right of Fig. 5.
Axial tremor is a common and unfriendly phenomenon during
horizontal operation events. Moreover, the related parameters
of tremor detection components are exhibited in Table I.
It is worth mentioning that some parameter items of Table I
are referred by Shi et al. [23] and Jin et al. [25]. Detailed
values are determined by the size of the actual master device.
Detecting and processing of axial tremors are significant in
reducing the errors in moving data and improving the safety
of operation.

C. Tremor Suppression Method

To address the problem of tremors in operation, a novel
stacked tremor suppression method based on active restraint
and passive modification is exhibited in this part. This method

TABLE I

RELATED PARAMETERS OF TREMOR DETECTION COMPONENTS

is adopted after detecting tremor signals by radial and axial
directions. Note that vascular intervention surgery has various
operational means and treatment strategies when dealing with
different lesion conditions.

The active restraint part is used to standardize the actions of
the operators according to a priori regulation at the beginning
of a surgery. In general, the band of 3–10 Hz is the common
frequency of prevalent tremors of the upper limbs [26].
Tremors are not always evenly distributed in a complete signal
sequence. According to [27], analysis results demonstrated two
major frequency components with changeable frequency and
amplitude, which contain most of the energy of the tremor
signals (94.70% ± 1.40% in ET and 96.40% ± 1.39% in
PT). The first part of the tremor signal is 4–6 Hz, and
the second part is 8–12 Hz, that is, approximately double
the frequency of the first part. Considering that the desired
common tremor signals are limited between 4 and 12 Hz,
the part of active restraint is used to filter unusual jitter
waves during an operation. The active restraint part is the first
procedure to process data collected in the master device by
radial/axial tremor detection.

Active pruning function was proposed to restrain regular
common hand tremors referred to in literature [28]. The sur-
geon’s operation speed needs to be controlled in an appropriate
range to improve stability and ensure safety. It is possible
and dangerous that surgical equipment could puncture the
blood vessel when conducting a surgery with a fast or a burst
tremor. Furthermore, there will be higher risks of lumps and
many sequelae for patients. The tremor signal x(t) and the
speed signal v(t) are collected in the time domain; f (t) is the
corresponding frequency of tremor signal on the master side;
y(t) is the postpruning frequency for a tremor signal x(t).
Detailed equation was defined as follows:

y(t) =

⎧⎨⎨⎨⎨⎨⎨
⎨⎨⎨⎨⎨⎩

f (t)

12
+ θ1[ f (t) − a2], f (t) > a2

f (t)

12
, a1 � f (t) � a2

f (t)

12
+ θ2[a1 − f (t)], f (t) < a1

(1)

where a1 and a2 are the lower frequency limit and the
upper frequency limit, respectively, and the specific values are
4 and 12. The parameters θ1 and θ2 are penalty factors in y(t),
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which are set to 0.05 and 33.56. Note that both of penalty
factors are determined through multigroup experiments, and
then, removing some undesirable tremor signals by a digital
filter

xrel(t) =

⎧⎨⎨
⎨⎩

x(t),
f (t)

12
� η0

x(t) − xmax(t) − xmin(t)

2
,

f (t)

12
> η0

(2)

where xrel(t) is the tremor signal after the pruning function,
η0 is the pruning threshold, which is set to 1.005. For
explaining pruning (1) and (2), the underlying purpose is to
trim tremors with super high frequency or too low frequency.
In other words, pruning some undesirable tremors that are not
within a limited frequency range (4–12 Hz). By the action of
penalty factors, all of the pruning frequencies of tremors y(t)
would be resigned a value based on the parameter f (t)/12.
After the process of digital filter, unsatisfactory tremor signals
with super high frequency or too low frequency will be
effectively pruned. At this point, the active restraint part
finishes its trimming function.

The passive modification part is employed to achieve the
goal of further corrections as the second part of tremor sup-
pression method. Supposing a desired situation arises without
any tremor when a surgery is conducted, the normal tremor
signal can usually be approximated as a cosine curve. Fn

represents the amplitude of normal motion within harmonic
form. Hence, the motion signal Fv0 can be shown as

Fv0 = Fn cos ωt (3)

where ω is parameter of the corresponding frequency. Tv and
Fv have been introduced in Section III-B. Based on the force
model, motion signal could be described as

Fv = Fn cos ωt (1 + cos θ) (4)

where θ is offset angle of the axial direction. The actual
horizontal motion signal includes normal linear motion signals
and regular, burst, and hybrid occasional tremor signals.
A novel hybrid filtering strategy was proposed to accomplish
the goal of further correction. Three kinds of filters would
be stacked to act on the motion signals sampled in the master
device, which are processed after the course of active restraint.

First, the median average filter is adopted to obtain tremor
signals with less abnormal data. Processing steps include
sampling N data, wiping off the minimum value, and the
maximum value in this consequent queue. An average sample
signal Sa , which is a more precise median value in a sampling
queue, could be gained by computing arithmetic average of
N − 2 maintain data. In general, common value of N is a
positive integer during the interval of 5–14. The maximum
allowable deviation S0 of sampling with an absolute value
is determined between the average sample signal Sa and
repetitive experiments. St is the tremor signal. Abnormal data
is removed by the following equation:

S(t) =
�

S(t) |S(t) − Sa| � S0

Remove |S(t) − Sa| > S0.
(5)

Fig. 6. Mathematical signal models of amplitude limiter filter. (a) Amplitude
limiter process for burst/hybrid tremor. (b) Amplitude limiter process for
regular tremor.

Second, limiting the amplitude of the tremor signals by
the amplitude limiter filter. The greatest advantage of this
kind of filter is reducing the signal interference caused by
accidental factors. Fig. 6 depicts the mathematical signal
models of the amplitude limiter filter for burst/hybrid tremor
and regular tremor, respectively. A0 is a division amplitude
for distinguishing burst tremor and regular tremor, which is
acquired by experiments; μ1 and μ2 are the limiting factors,
L1 and L2 are the limiting amplitude, S1(max) and S2(max)

are the maximum original amplitudes, S2(lim) represents a
limited signal for regular tremor S2, S2(max)� and is maximum
amplitude for the limited signal S2(lim)�

A0 = S1(max) × (1 − μ1)

L1 = S1(max) − A0,
S1(max) > A0 (6)

�
S2(lim) = S2 × (1 − μ2)

L2 = S2(max) − S2(max)� ,
S2(max) � A0. (7)

Third, the exponential smoothing filter takes advantage of
smoothing signals as the final step for tremor suppression with
burst operation signals. The most insignificant merit of the
exponential smoothing filter is that the weight of the motion
signal exponentially decays with a fixed weight ω0 over time.
The amplitude will be corrected with the growth of time
according to (8) for burst/hybrid tremor and (9) for regular
tremor

A0(t2) = (1−ω0)× A0(t1−1)+C1(t1), t1 ∈{1, 2, 3 . . . N, N +1}
(8)

S2(t2) = (1−ω0)×S2(t2−1)+C2(t2), t2 ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . . N, N +1}
(9)

where ω0 is the decay weight with a value of 0.003, and A0(t1)

means the predictive amplitude value in a forward sequence;
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Fig. 7. Flowchart of suppression mechanism for proposed tremor suppression method.

t1 and t2 are the numbers of tremor subjects, and S2(t2)
is the regular tremor signal with the number t2. The value
of correction coefficients treated by amplitude limiter filter
are represented as C1(t1) and C2(t2). Especially, a smoother
and flatter signal would be embraced when detected signals
have burst fluctuations under the actual operating environment.
Meanwhile, the exponential smoothing filter is able to reduce
computing time for tremor processing based on the merit of a
fixed weight.

The detailed processing for the suppression mechanism
is presented by a flowchart, which is shown in Fig. 7.
The framework of the proposed tremor suppression system
has been shown in Fig. 8. The correlation is built between
the master–slave robot and the proposed tremor suppression
system. This hybrid filtering method mixes with various
advantages of different filters to reduce the unexpected tremors
generated in operations. The accuracy of moving data can be
improved, and tremor signals with larger amplitude and higher
frequency will be suppressed by this method.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, MATLAB simulations and glass vascular
model intervention experiments have been conducted to verify
the performance of this proposed tremor suppression system;
simulation results can qualitatively exhibit the feasibility of
the tremor suppression method. Furthermore, the real scale
glass model vascular experiments can show the performance
directly. At last, the performance analysis part is presented to
evaluate the details of dealing with tremors in operation.

A. Simulation Results

Considering vibrations of mechanical structures and tremors
of human hands during the process of operation. The detected
moving data always generates different levels of interference.

Fig. 8. Framework of proposed tremor suppression system.

The moving signals with tremors will affect the amplitude and
the accuracy of actual collection data. In this section, the linear
motion signal without tremor is known as the desired line with
a specific slope. Regular tremor represents a kind of uniform
operating cosine signal that exists in practice. Burst tremor
is also a cosine signal with twice the amplitude of a regular
tremor. Moreover, the hybrid tremor is a combination signal
of a regular tremor and a burst tremor. We set the operating
speed of the master device at 3 mm/s, which is shown as the
line without a tremor in Fig. 9. With the aim of simulating and
operating a regular tremor, a cosine signal with a frequency
of 5 Hz and amplitude of 2 mm is adopted as the regular
tremor. Another cosine signal with a frequency of 5 Hz and
amplitude of 4 mm is used to provide a burst tremor in this
simulation experiment. The details of the simulation results of
the proposed method are given in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Results of simulation. (a) Simulation signal without tremor, with burst tremor, and regular tremor. (b) Result for regular tremor with the proposed
method. (c) Result for burst tremor with the proposed method. (d) Result for hybrid tremor with the proposed method.

From Fig. 9(b), it is seen that regular tremor is undergoing
an intuitive amplitude reduction with a value of 1 mm by
the proposed method. As shown in Fig. 9(c), the proposed
method can deal with burst tremor based on fixed ω0. The
reduction value is getting gradually increased, which can
show the variance between the reference line and tremors of
the red curve. In addition, the hybrid signal can be reduced
by the proposed method, which is shown in Fig. 9(d). The
hybrid tremors conclude regular tremors and burst tremors
simultaneously. Above all, the proposed method has a good
performance in dealing with regular, burst, and hybrid tremors
from this simulation part.

It is necessary to briefly discuss the simulation results. The
proposed method has the ability to directly reduce amplitudes
of regular and burst tremors by filters, which means the
moving signal measured in the master device will embrace
a more accurate value. Moreover, for the hybrid tremor, the
signal curve after processing can be divided into two types,
burst part and regular part. Several burst signals are reassigned
by a small value. Regular signals are reduced based on a fixed
decay weight ω0 with a value of 0.003. Hence, the processed
curve has a gradual tendency to deviate from the reference
line. The actually acquired motion signals on the master
side are, however, not as normal and regular as the simu-
lated curves. It is significant to test the effect by insertion
experiments.

B. Experimental Results

In order to test the performance of the proposed tremor
suppression system in endovascular interventional robotic con-
dition, in vitro experiments are proposed in this section. At the
beginning, radial tremors are detected by FSR. Aiming at the
requirements of I/O ports, controllability, fast response for
transmission, communication approach, integrated data acqui-
sition, and process, and the controller of this system are chosen
by “Arduino Mega 2560,” which has obvious advantages
for satisfying laboratory needs. The controller serves three
roles, including collecting operation data, suppressing tremor
signals, and transmitting data to the slave side. By recording
the voltages of FSR in different moments, the details of the
corresponding force message can be calibrated by multiple
experiments. Fig. 10 reveals the voltages detected by FSR
and calculated force data at the same time. The conductance
of FSR varies in different moments, which is a changed
value due to the nonlinear characteristic of resistance. The
corresponding value of force as a sudden signal is under the
degree of 1 N, which is displayed in Fig. 10. In the recording
of voltage readings, the value is maintained at 3.0–4.5 V when
the tremors happen in radial orientation.

As another important moving information, the axial tremors
are collected by the linear encoder. The details of horizontal
motion are depicted in Fig. 11. The linear encoder records data
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Fig. 10. Voltage output of FSR and corresponding value of force for radial
tremor detection.

Fig. 11. Tremor detection results for axial encode sensor.

by counting the number of rotation angle pulses. The gradient
of different positions represents different operation speeds.
Hence, the tremor signals are always with burst gradients,
which are marked by red boxes. The signal of flat gradient
depicts the motion with constant velocity.

Then, the actual experiments on the slave side are alternately
conducted with or without the proposed method for VIS
by comparing the position information arrived through the
tip of the guidewire/catheter and proximal force informa-
tion captured by the load cell to certify the performance
of the proposed system. First, recording the initial area of
the equipment tip when doctors operate the master device
under a natural regular tremor. Second, the operator suddenly
provides an appropriate burst tremor, which is a detectable
signal by his hands. Finally, using an intelligent network
camera (VIV-TEK, USA) to monitor the actual position of the
guidewire/catheter within the tremor suppression system. The
experiment environment setup is shown in Fig. 12. It is noted
that all experiments in this part need to hold a safe operational
behavior under a gentle frequency and speed. At the same
time, the blood vessel model needs to be humidified before the
experiments. The actual experimental results are exhibited in
Fig. 13. Blue line and orange line represent the displacement
of the guidewire/catheter’s tip with or without the proposed
method. The average reduction of displacement is 11.26 mm.
From Fig. 13, although the processing signal has some small
uneven delays with different degrees. The amplitude of motion
has been effectively reduced, which means the safety and

Fig. 12. Experimental setup for glass blood vessel.

Fig. 13. Comparison displacement results for tremor suppression with the
proposed method.

Fig. 14. Comparison force results with actual tremors and processed by the
proposed method.

accuracy of operations have obvious improvement by the
proposed tremor suppression system. In addition, the force
of the guidewire with actual tremors and the force of the
guidewire by the proposed method is displayed in Fig. 14,
which are colored with blue and orange lines. The maximum
value for the force of the guidewire with actual tremors is
1.84 N, and the maximum value for the force of the guidewire
by the proposed method is 1.51 N. It is clear to say that the
proposed method has advantages in tremor reduction and safe
operation.
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Fig. 15. Comparison qualitative analysis of ten different tremors. (a) Ampli-
tude performance with the proposed method or not. (b) Duration performance
with the proposed method or not.

C. Performance Analysis

The experiments for the proposed method have been
conducted in previous sections. In this section, the tremor
suppression rate (TSR) is employed in this study, which can
reflect the error and the effect of tremor suppression. The index
of TSR (TRE in [17]) is defined as follows:

TSR = 1 − Apro

Aact
(10)

where is the amplitude of tremor with actual tremors, and
means the amplitude of moving position processed by the
proposed method in experiments of the glass blood vessel.
Under an experimental sequence, we recorded the data of
ten tremor occurrences. The amplitude and the duration of
different tremors were counted with the proposed tremor
suppression method or not, which are shown in Fig. 15. Across
all the data of ten subjects, the average maximum amplitude
and average minimum amplitude of actual tremors are 3.35
and 1.39 mm. And the process of the proposed method, these
two indexes move to 2.47 and 0.74 mm. Meanwhile, the
value of average duration of subjects changes to 0.412 s from
the original 0.514 s, which can be seen in Fig. 15(b). The
proposed method has better effects on reducing amplitude and
shortening duration at the same time.

In addition, the indexes of running time and the TSR
performance are computed to test the further performance
in this section. The timeliness performance is represented by
the running time when the proposed method processed each
subject. The TSR performance [17] indicates the degree of
suppression based on (7). It is critical to highlight that the

Fig. 16. Comparison results of the running time and TSR of ten subjects.

running time can also represent the superiority of the proposed
method during the process of dealing with different tremors,
which can enhance the safety and transparency of a VIS
operation. The detailed comparison results of running time
and TSR are shown in Fig. 16. From the obvious comparison
results, all of the running times of ten subjects are below
300 ms, and the average computing time is 140 ms. The value
of TSR has a clear interval from 0.2 to 0.5 (percentage is
20%–50%), which reflects the performance of solving different
tremors during operations.

Moreover, although the proposed method has problems
of uncertain time delay and very little transmissions packet
loss, the regular tremors and burst tremors can be effec-
tively reduced to a certain extent. In addition, the proposed
method also has potential benefits for shortening surgery time,
improving operational safety, and the making robot-assisted
environment better.

V. DISCUSSION

For the sake of resolving challenges [29] described in
Section I, this article designed a bimodal detection-based
tremor suppression system for VIS robots. The system has
the potential values to suppress tremors and weaken nonlinear
interferences during the operations of master–slave robots.
A performance comparison between the proposed system
and existing suppression techniques for VIS is shown in
Table II, including four types of methods. Omega 3 [8] is
a robot arm with excellent tracking performance designed
by a commercial company. Unfortunately, the specific work
for tremor suppression cannot be found. Wang et al. [14]
proposed a 12 DOFs robot to reduce surgical tremors, which is
a structural solution with drawbacks of high consumption and
huge volume. Besides, it is an attempt at tremor suppression
by changing the viscosity of MR fluids [17]. However, the
control for altering viscosity is exactly hard and nonlinear in
the actual experimental environment.

In Table II, the performance indexes consist of tracking error
(see [25]), TSR, and Identification range of the force (IRF,
see [7]). Tracking error represents the tracking performance
of different VIS robots between the master side and the slave
side, which is detected by distance-measuring sensors. The
TSR has the same formula as tremor elimination rate (TRE)
refer to literature [17], is defined in (10), which indicates
the degree of suppression performance. IRF is detected by
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR PROPOSED TREMOR SUPPRESSION SYSTEM AND OTHER STUDIES

a force sensor located on the slave side, which represents
the performance of safe operating in robot-assisted surgery.
It is noted that these performance data are obtained from
corresponding references. The performance parameters of the
proposed system are detected by the sensors mound on the
slave side and calculated by computer. Although these relevant
efforts for tremor suppression are not calculated or detected by
a completely similar condition, Table II can indicate that the
proposed tremor suppression method shows good behavior by
the performance of tracking error, TSR, and IRF. Compared
to the effort [8] and effort [14], the proposed system is well
performed in IRF (<1.51 N), which means the robotic system
will embrace a safer operating environment for VIS. As for
the index of tracking error, despite the data of the proposed
system being a little bit larger than commercial arm robot
[8] and multimanipulators design [14], it is still safe. (The
VIS system is considered safe if the tracking error is less
than 2 mm [7].) Based on the TSR performance, the proposed
system (20%–50%) has a positive influence compared to the
TRE in [17]. In addition, the IRF is not mentioned in the
effort [17], and so our suppression system also has advantages
compared to the effort [17]. Moreover, we compared the
realization, tremor processing, and usage ways with relevant
efforts, which is clear to see that the proposed system is
a complete solution for tremor detection and suppression in
the laboratory environment. Above all, it is believed that the
proposed tremor system is well performed for robot-assisted
surgery.

According to the simulation results, the experiments showed
better performances in reducing burst tremors and decreasing
regular tremors simultaneously (see Fig. 9) with the average
running time below 100 ms. Unfortunately, the results for
hybrid tremors have risks of decreasing signal due to the expo-
nential smoothing filter within a lesser decay rate. Although
the data weakening problem exists [30], the proposed method
still enables nonlinear interference and regular tremor to
embrace a good suppression effect according to performance
analysis. From the experimental results, the bimodal detection
used by self-designed FSR and linear encoder sensor shows
a good display in detecting tremors (see Figs. 10 and 11).

Furthermore, we creatively try to reduce tremors based on
a combination of the time domain and frequency domain
[see (1)]. The better performance in actual in vitro experi-
ments is proven by the comparison displacement results (see
Fig. 13) and comparison force results (see Fig. 14). By the
performance analysis of ten subjects, the comparative ampli-
tude and duration information (see Fig. 15) reveals that the
proposed method is capable of suppressing the amplitude and
shortening the duration when tremors appear. In addition, the
timeliness performance (running time) and TSR performance
of the proposed method also indicate that the proposed tremor
suppression system has good abilities for reducing amplitude
and shortening duration when tremor occurs (see Fig. 16).
The issues of processing delay and transmission loss, however,
still exist during the actual experiments (see Fig. 13). Some
advance control algorithms [31], excellent data transmission
technology [32], high-precision sensors [33], and real-time
detection systems [34] may have abilities to react to these
problems [35] in the near future.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, a tremor suppression system was presented
to enhance the security and accuracy in the robotic vascular
interventional procedure. First, the radial tremor detection and
axial tremor detection was adopted to monitor the occurrence
of tremors in a multimodality manner. Second, a tremor
suppression method based on active restraint and passive
modification was proposed for the suppression of burst and
regular tremors. Finally, simulation results and actual exper-
iment results can both illustrate that the proposed method
has obvious advantages for suppressing nonlinear tremors
and improving the timeliness of signal processing. According
to the performance analysis, it is clear that some potential
benefits for improving operational safety and reducing surgery
time in the proposed tremor suppression system.

In the future, more advance-technology and high-precision
detection equipment would be used in VIS robots to capture
more accurate motion data. And if possible, the proposed
system will be verified through animal or even human
experiments.
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